
to help you install and
distribute AS/400 objects 
from the PC.
Introducing Bravo Express, the first
software of its kind, from Symtrax.
Bravo will let you package AS/400
objects, software and updates in a
PC format.  Distribute via e-mail,
FTP, website download or even
drag and drop!  With Bravo, the
galaxy’s the limit.

Why use Bravo?

Drag and Drop AS/400 objects
from one machine to another.

Package and Distribute AS/400
objects to remote users

Save Money – Eliminate cartridges
and  AS/400 CD-ROMS

Leverage the Internet to distribute
software and other objects

Take advantage of sophisticated 
PC and AS/400 technology to work
faster and save money

It came
from far
far away...



Install and distribute AS/400 objects from the PC

A Revolution That Is 
Long Overdue
Bravo Express by Symtrax is the first

software product that will allow you to

create install packages from AS/400 objects

and distribute them easily to remote

locations or customers via email, the web,

PC CD-ROM or otherwise.  

With Bravo’s easy-to-use PC interface, you

can view AS/400 objects and their

attributes by pointing and clicking.  AS/400

objects can be easily packaged for

installation to other AS/400s by simply

dragging and dropping.  

To install or update software on an AS/400

that is connected to your network, just drag

and drop objects from one system to another.  

Remote users can use the FREE Bravo

Reader to restore Bravo files to their AS/400s.  

Full Access

All AS/400 objects that are normally

accessed via the AS/400 WRKOBJ

command, whether they be programs,

physical or logical files, display or message

files, may be accessed and packaged using

Bravo Express.  

Stop Wasting Money!

Until now, what options have been open to

companies running AS/400’s and software

firms wishing to distribute AS/400 objects?

One option is to create AS/400 cartridges. 

These are expensive and the size and

format can vary depending on the particular

AS/400.  Also, postage costs can add up

when distributing objects like this, especially

if it is just a routine update or PTF!

Another option is to burn software onto an

AS/400 CD-ROM.  This is a long and costly

process, as special software and hardware

are needed.  

Use Bravo to package and distribute objects

any way you want:  on a PC CD-ROM, via 

e-mail or for download on the web! 

Once an Administrator has received your

Bravo file, he/she may install your software

on the AS/400(s), no matter whether the

connection is via twinax, TCP/IP, Microsoft

SNA Server or another method.  

Built In Compression

Bravo has a powerful built-in compression

tool, so that data may be “streamed” to the

AS/400, saving disk space and speeding up

transfer.  When using the “streaming” option,

save/restore operations may be cancelled at

any time with a simple click of a button.  

As a safety precaution, Bravo can also

backup AS/400 objects already existing in

the library where the installation takes place.

Make Life Easier!

Think about the possibility of being able to

update or install objects to several AS/400’s

at the same time by just pointing and

clicking from one single PC interface.

Bravo can also make it easier to locate

those hard to find AS/400 objects by

running multi criteria search routines, which

can then be saved for future use.  

Every company can find a different use for

Bravo Express.  For example, you may

want to quickly and easily move objects

from a development AS/400 to one or one

hundred production AS/400s.  

Bravo Express, just a Beginning

Bravo Express is the first member in a

family of software products that will facilitate

the distribution of AS/400 objects.  

Bravo is the perfect solution for both

companies running AS/400’s and for

AS/400 software editors who need to

distribute objects (software, PTFs, libraries …)

in a rapid and cost-effective manner.  

Bravo Express is composed of two parts:

the Bravo Express software and the Bravo

Reader.  The Bravo Express software is

used to create Bravo Files; the Bravo

Reader is used to open these files and

install them on the AS/400.  The Bravo

Reader does not require any software

residing on the AS/400.  

The Bravo Reader is available for FREE

DOWNLOAD from the Symtrax website,

allowing anyone to install Bravo Files

created with Bravo Express.  

Download a trial version today at

www.symtrax.com  
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